Collider Experiment) is the detector system at the LHC (Large Hadron Collider) optimized for the study of heavy-ion collisions. Its main aim is to study the behavior of strongly interacting matter and the quark gluon plasma. Currently all the information sent by the 18 sub-detectors composing ALICE are read out by DATE [2] (Data Acquisition and Test Environment), the ALICE data acquisition software, using several optical links called DDL [3] (Detector Data Link), each one with a maximum throughput of 200 MB/s. In the last year a commercial transmission link with a throughput of 10 Gb/s has become a reality, with a low price affordable for everyone. The DATE system has been upgraded to also support this technology in addition to the DDL. This contribution will describe the VHDL firmware of a detector readout board, sending data using the UDP protocol and the changes made to the readout [4] part of DATE software to receive information coming from the 1 or 10 Gb/s Ethernet link. It will also describe the relevant details of the test firmware and software and will conclude with the results of the performance tests done at CERN using the new setup. c 2011 CERN, for the benefit of ALICE Collaboration. Published by Elsevier BV. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee for TIPP 2011.
The ALICE experiment
ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) is the heavy-ion experiment designed to study the physics of strongly interacting matter and the Quark-Gluon Plasma in nucleus-nucleus collisions at the CERN Large Hadron Collider. ALICE consists of eighteen sub-detectors: high resolution tracking (silicon detectors, time-projection chamber), particle identification, calorimetry and triggering elements. Its primary targets are heavy-ion lead-lead collisions (Pb-Pb), but it also has a substantial physics program with proton-proton (pp) and proton-ion (pA) collisions. The experiment has been designed to cope with the highest particle multiplicities anticipated for Pb-Pb reactions.
Data acquisition system
The software framework of the ALICE Data Acquisition (DAQ) system is called DATE and it handles the data flow from the detectors to the permanent data storage in the CERN computing center. The DATE software handles the operations between the DAQ nodes, that are mainly of two types:
• the Local Data Concentrator (LDC) that receives data fragments sent by the detector electronics over several Detector Data Links (DDL).
• the Global Data Collector (GDC) that builds the full events.
The architecture of the ALICE DAQ system is shown in figure 1. DATE consists of several processes executed on every node, depending on its role in the data acquisition. In the following sections the readout program and the equipments, components of DATE that take care of the data taking, will be described in details.
The equipments
DATE collects data using the readout process and the equipment modules, that are loaded at the beginning of the run. The ability of readout to load different equipments allows the user to install the same software acquiring data from different type of readout links. Currently there are three equipments well tested and defined:
• DDL: it collects data from the DDL link, it is the equipment used by ALICE to collect data from the detectors.
• CTP: it collects data coming from the Central Trigger Processor of ALICE.
• SW: it collects data from a software data generator, installed on the same machine where DATE is running, used for testing purposes.
A new equipment has been developed and it is currently under tests, the Ethernet one, that allows DATE to receive data from the Ethernet port of the PC.
DDL
The DDL consists of 2 boards, called RORC [5] (Read-out Receiver Card ) and SIU (Source Interface Unit), connected together using a duplex multi-mode optical fiber. Each DDL is able to transmit data at 200 MB/s with a detected bit error rate of less than 10 −15 . Currently ALICE has 500 DDL transmitting in total 2.5 GB/s, with a dead time of less than 10%. In 2011 the requirements have been increased significantly (see table 1). 
The Ethernet equipment
The DDL is working well and its performance are satisfying the current experiment requirements. However with the future upgrades, the detectors will deliver more data requiring a more performant readout link to collect data. During the R&D process of studying new solutions to increase the speed and the throughput of the DAQ system, the Ethernet equipment has been tested to see if it could meet the system requirement in speed and reliability.
Flexibility of the equipment
The first major advantage of adopting the Ethernet equipment is the possibility of using commercial hardware that would optimize the time needed to develop and build the system. There is no need to invest time for custom hardware development and the production cost of the readout board would be reduced, saving money and man power. The time spent on simulation, verification and testing of the custom board, would be used to evaluate different Ethernet cards available on the market. Several companies like INTEL, HP and SUN provide different board options (single or dual port, optical fibers and copper cable) offering a wide range of solutions. Network interface cards (NIC) at 10 Gb/s are already available on the market at a reasonable price, allowing the user to build high performance systems. If one or more cards are broken, spare components can be purchased directly from the vendor, operation faster and cheaper than start the production of spare components. The driver provided by the vendor, ensures compatibility with the commonly used operating systems like Windows and GNU/Linux, as well as with the DAQ software. The user code that accesses the main features of the board, writing and reading data, would access the NIC using the driver. In conclusion using different network cards wouldn't require any changes in the software offering the possibility to select the Ethernet card that best fits the system requirement in performance and costs. The Ethernet link brings an additional flexibility in the system development: it would be possible to use network switches to connect several detector cards into a single DAQ PC, reducing the costs related to cabling and number of cards installed in a single machine. It has to be compared with others data acquisition links which offer only a point to point connection, where each detector board is connected with a cable to the DAQ PC. If the detector produces a total throughput smaller than the link capability it is a waste of hardware, bandwidth and space to use more cables and boards than the needs. Installing more than one board in a PC force the system to adopt chassis big enough to contain all the cards, for example a 4 U machine. If the system allows to read data using a single readout cable, it is possible to reduce the size of the DAQ FARM by using 1 U machines saving rack space.
Protocol used
The two most used Ethernet protocols for data transmission are the UDP and TCP/IP. For the Ethernet equipment the UDP has been selected. The TCP/IP, being a reliable protocol, requires an acknowledgment for each packet sent, before it can be discarded. In this scenario the front-end and readout electronics (FERO) would have to keep track of each packet, waiting to be acknowledged. This implementation would require big buffers on the detector board, increasing the complexity and the costs of the project. Even though the UDP is not a reliable protocol, that means once the packet has been sent there are no checks to verify if it arrived at destination, it is a small and fast protocol and it doesn't require a lot of resources allowing an easy implementation on an FPGA. To ensure a good level of data transmission a few checks have been implemented on the software side. The error checks performed by DATE during the data taking will be described later in this paper.
Data format
The data format is relatively simple. The detector electronics will send jumbo frames, packets of 9 kB maximum size, until all the information belonging to the same event have been delivered. Once the last packet has been sent, another packet containing only a special marker word will close the event (see figure  2 ). All the packets will contain the IP and UDP header, plus the payload information. The first word of the payload is called COUNTER WORD and it is used to keep track of packets order while they are sent into the DAQ network. 
BUSY algorithm
To avoid data overflow, a busy algorithm has been implemented in the software and the firmware code, based on a buffer preallocation schema. The FERO will send out data for every trigger received and a counter will be increased for each packet sent. Once this counter has reached a predefined threshold the FERO stops sending data and it waits for an acknowledgment sent by the readout program. When the frontend electronics receives this packet the data taking resumes. This protection ensures that the data contained in the readout software buffers will never be overwritten (see figure 3 ). 
Error handling
Some checks have been implemented in the readout code of DATE, to ensure a good level of reliability using the UDP as data transmission protocol. The first control is done at START OF RUN where the DATE software checks if the board replies to the ping. If this check fails the run is aborted. During data taking the software checks if some packets are lost or duplicated. This is done by reading the COUNTER word, which is the first word in the payload. If a packet is lost or duplicated, an error message is generated by the software. To track back the problem in the off-line data the message contains the following information:
• Equipment id: the number of the link that generated the error.
• Event number: the number of event affected by the packet mismatch.
• Number of the packet received: the system shows where the packet order has been lost.
However the data acquisition continues. For the time being there is no request to the FERO to send again the packet, if it is lost, or to drop it, if it is duplicated.
Slow control
The detector electronics can be configured by DATE through the same link used by readout to collect data. DATE can send configuration information to the front end electronics before preparing the system for data taking. Currently the program doesn't check the loaded configuration. The slow control data is analyzed and used by the board to set the right parameters for the acquisition, as for pedestal run or physics run. Using the network protocol it is possible to send the same information in broadcast, configuring at the same time different boards. The configuration program is launched by DATE so that the user doesn't have to start different programs before the start of the data acquisition. A script, called SOR.commands defined in the DATE database, contains all the instructions to be sent. This script is executed by the readout program during the START OF RUN phase, at that moment the link is opened but it is not used for the data taking. Once DATE starts the data acquisition process, it doesn't release the link, so slow control information can't be sent or read during the run.
Data generators
The Ethernet equipment must be tested to verify its correct behavior and to measure its performance. For this purpose two data generators have been developed:
• SOFTWARE: a program able to send packets using the UDP protocol and the DATE data format.
• HARDWARE: based on a development board from ALTERA, behaving as a detector readout board.
The software data generator
The software data generator is part of the DATE software and once it is installed on a machine it can provide data using the UDP protocol and the right data format. The PC where this software is installed, plays the role of the FERO sending data to another PC where DATE collects the events. The data generator can be configured by changing the following options:
• Event Size: how many packets per event and how many words for each packet.
• Pattern type: alternated, constant, incremental.
• Data acquisition frequency. Using this program it is possible to test the DAQ chain without having the FERO ready.
The hardware data generator
The hardware data generator has been built using a development board from ALTERA. The board hosts an ALTERA STRATIX II GX FPGA [6] and provides as I/O an RJ45 1 Gb/s Ethernet port. The interface to the Ethernet port has been implemented using a MORE THAN IP core [7] . Once the board is programmed it can receive slow control information from DATE and starts to send data, behaving like the FERO (see figure 4 ). 
The tests
Once the data generators were ready to be used the following test machine has been prepared:
• PC hosting an Intel CORE2 DUO 3.16 GHz and 4 GB of RAM.
• Scientific Linux 5 64 bit.
• NIC Intel 10 Gb/s AT PCI-Ex (16x compatible).
• DATE with Ethernet equipment.
The tests were aimed at confirming that the Ethernet equipment works properly and that the UDP can be used as a reliable readout protocol. Several tests using 1 Gb/s and 10 Gb/s speed link have been performed. Not only the link has been stressed but also the system configurations; the setup has been changed introducing a network switch between the data generators and the acquisition system reading multiple clients with a single readout link. In the following sections the results at 1 Gb/s and 10 Gb/s will be presented.
Tests and results at 1 Gb/s
As first test 2 PCs have been connected using 1 Gb/s link in a point-to-point configuration. To transfer data the 2 machines have been connected using a 20 m length copper cable cat5E. The system reached the maximum throughput allowed by the link, 128 MB/s as showed in the following figure (results in the table 2). In the same way the hardware data generator has been used to test the daq chain and the results obtained were similar to the software one (see table 3 ). Another test setup has been used with four data generators, three software and one hardware, has been prepared. In this new scenario a network switch has been installed merging the data coming from four clients into a single readout link at 1 Gb/s. In this case the max throughput of the system was 1 Gb/s (see figure 5 ), limited by the speed of the single readout link. 
Tests and results at 10 Gb/s
The setup consisted of 2 machines of the same type hosting a network card at high performance connected using a 20 m length copper cable cat5E. The readout program reached 1 GB/s, showing the good performance of the new readout link (see table 4 ). As shown in the figure 6 the system reaches a value close to the max throughput even with small event size (900 MB/s with and event size of 10 kB).
For all the tests 100 millions of events have been acquired, that means 1000 millions of packets (each event consisted of 10 packets) have been sent and correctly received. During the data taking no errors have been detected by the system. 
Conclusions
The Ethernet equipment showed its good capability and flexibility as a possible readout link. It can be a cheap solution for detector with small throughput and it doesn't require extra development, hardware and drivers work out of the box, saving time and money. Spare components can be found easily on the market avoiding the purchase of extra component and reducing the time needed to repair a possible hardware failure. The Ethernet equipment gives a big flexibility in building the system, having the possibility to merge several readout links in a single one or using a point to point connection. NIC at 10 Gb/s are already available in the market and they provide high performance reaching a throughput of 1 GB/s.
